
Become part of the fastest growing industry in the world; we make it possible for non-
developers to quickly and easily acquire the skills for Mobile Web Design.

What is Mobile Web Design Training?

After our 1-day mobile web design training course you'll leave us ready and eager to begin
building your mobile websites right away! You can download our free Mobile Development 
eBook to get you started.

You'll be taught how to build mobile websites using Dreamweaver and the simple jQuery mobile
framework - you don't need existing knowledge of jQuery to come on this course, and you don't
need to know HTML or CSS.

Your trainer will be an experienced mobile web developer with extensive industry knowledge -
they will deliver a hands-on course that really gets results.

Our public mobile web design course is held at our dedicated training centre in Brighton. If
you'd prefer us to come to you, or if you'd like a private training session here, just give us a call -
we'd be happy to accommodate. Our number is +44 (0)1273 622272.

If you'd like to learn more about creating mobile websites from scratch, we also offer in-depth
training with our 1-day Responsive Web Design overview and courses in the HTML5 & CSS3
 and JavaScript you need to build the sites.

Course Objectives

After attending our Mobile Web Design training course, you will have gained:

An overview of mobile websites, including mobile websites vs. apps
Practical knowledge in creating pages and adding content
The ability to do simple styling of the pages using themes
Knowledge of adding content transitions

Introduction

What is Mobile Web Design?
Mobile web vs mobile Apps
What is jQuery?
Dreamweaver mobile tools

Styling the Site

Adding buttons
Creating transitions
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Page elements and themes
jQuery widgets
List views
Inserting content

Creating a Mobile Site

Inspecting the structure of a jQuery mobile site
jQuery mobile custom data attributes
Headers and footers

Creating a Form

Using prebuilt widgets
Select menu widget
Text input widget
Radio buttons and sliders
Submitting the form

Come on our 1-day Mobile Web Design training course and learn to easily create mobile
websites using these effective techniques.

Our practical, thorough training by professional trainers will teach you to design & build
websites for mobile devices from scratch using Dreamweaver and the jQuery mobile framework.
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